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CoinDash.io

Mastercoin - In 2013 raised 5000 BTC.

Ethereum - In 2014 ETH raised $18.

Golem - in November, 2016 Golem raised $9M in 15 minutes.

Meloport - In April, 2017 MLN raised $2.5M in 3 minutes.

Aeternity - In April, 2017 XAE raised $5.5M in few days.

Some Interesting Facts
Cryptocurrency coin sales (investments) are HUGE!

Presentation i gave in July 2017
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Do a PPT showing Blox product segments 
‘Individual’ and ‘Business’ products 
Business is divided to Blox Business and API solutions 



Slide 1: Blox for individuals 

 
Slide 2: Automatically sync more than 20 of top blockchains 
and exchanges
Lower p Slide 3: Market data,  3000+ different crypto assets 
(token page)
Slide 4: Cross platform  (can move the slide from Blox 
business)
Slide 5: Blox stories and analytics 
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More than 90% of companies use excel sheets to handle cryptos 

High error margin 
Inaccurate reporting 
Impaired decision making 

(Blockchain is the only high tech sector in which hundreds of billions in assets are 
managed using excel sheets) 



1. Focus on your core business, save cost and time 
2. Stay in touch with your assets, make better decisions   
3. Streamline communications with your ERP, CPA and External Auditors
4. Securly march your organization into tomorrow’s economy

w
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● accounting system screenshot, do we have any? Any graphics for lables? 
● Can we illustrate charts showing the different expenses by type? Even a basic pie 

chart for expenses by type and a graph showing expenses over time.. Just an 
illustration at this point

Text: Accounting and asset performance reports 
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● Permission system screenshot
● Text: share relevant information to relevant people in the organization

Text: Open work space - Share your company accounts with other members of the 
organization 



Our partners and users
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We are hiring simple slide 
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● Ending slide


